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Abstract—Agri-food research calls for changes in the practices
dealing with data collection, collation, processing and analytics,
and publishing thus to fully benefit from and contribute to
the Open Science movement. One of the major issues faced by
the agri-food researchers is the fragmentation of the “assets”
that can be exploited when performing research tasks, e.g.
data of interest are heterogeneous and scattered across several
repositories, the tools exploited by modellers are diverse and
often rely on local computing environments, the publishing
practices are various and rarely aim at making available the
“whole story” with datasets, processes, workflows. This paper
presents the AGINFRA+ endeavour to overcome these limitations
by providing researchers in three designated communities with
Virtual Research Environments facilitating the access to and use
of the “assets” of interest and promote collaboration.

Index Terms—Virtual Research Environment, e-Infrastructure,
Agro-climatic modelling, Food Safety, Food Security

I. INTRODUCTION

The developments in information and communication tech-

nology including big data availability and management, web

and cloud technologies, as well as open science related prac-

tices are not yet fully embraced by Agricultural and Food

Science [1], [2]. The fragmentation of “resources” of interest

across several and heterogeneous “places” is certainly one

of the major factors hindering this uptake process, e.g. data

are heterogeneous and scattered across several repositories,

modelling tools and supporting systems are diverse, computing

capacity availability varies a lot across teams.

The AGINFRA+ project has been set up to develop an

innovative approach aiming at overcoming the limitations

stemming from the above settings by leveraging on exist-

ing e-Infrastructures and services. In particular, AGINFRA+

promotes the exploitation of Virtual Research Environments

(VREs) [3] to provide designated communities with the data,

services, and facilities they need to perform their research

tasks in a collaborative way. Such VREs are built by relying

on an open and distributed e-Infrastructure developed with

the system of systems [4] paradigm. Such an e-Infrastructure

aggregates resources from “generalist” service providers (e.g.

D4Science [5], EGI [6]) as well as from community-specific

ones (e.g. AgroDataCube [7], AGROVOC [8], RAKIP model

repository [9]) to build a unifying space where the aggregated

resources can be exploited via VREs [10].

AGINFRA+ is exploiting the VREs approach for three

prominent agri-food research communities, namely: (i) agro-

climatic and economic modelling focusing on use cases re-

lated to crop modelling and crop phenology estimation, (ii)

food safety risk assessment focusing on use cases to support

scientists in the multidisciplinary field of risk assessment and

emerging risk identification, and (iii) food security focusing

on use cases related to high-throughput phenotyping [11] to

support phenomics researchers to select plant species and

varieties which are the most adapted to specific environments

and to global changes.

The AGINFRA+ VREs [12] are offering a large array of

facilities as-a-Service by an integrated environment including:

(i) a data & semantics facilities enacting the creation and

organisation of semantically rich metadata (by VocBench [13],

Silk [14], WebVOWL [15]); (ii) a shared workspace to store,

organise and share any version of a research artefact [16];

(iii) a social networking area to have discussions on any

topic and be informed on happenings, e.g. the availability

of a research outcome [16]; (iv) a data analytics platform

to execute analytics tasks either provided by the user or

provided by others [17]. It is endowed with importing and

sharing facilities for analytics methods implemented in forms

including R, Java, Phyton, and KNIME [18] (largely used

by the food safety community). The platform enacts tasks

execution by a distributed and hybrid computing infrastructure

including EGI resources; (v) a catalogue-based publishing

platform to make the existence of a certain artefact “public”

according to FAIR principles [16]; (vi) a Jupyter notebook

based environment for documenting and recording analytics

processes [19]; (vii) a scholarly publishing platform integrated

with Pensoft infrastructure to enact the creation of innovative

papers including datasets and methods hosted by AGINFRA;

(viii) a platform for data visualisation enabling to create smart
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graphs and share them. An overall picture of the system

architecture is given in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. AGINFRA+ system architecture

Fig. 2 showcases the home page of the AGINFRA+ gateway

where users can have access to the facilities and working

environment developed.

Fig. 2. AGINFRA+ gateway home

Fig. 3 showcases the home page a virtual research environ-

ment.

Fig. 3. AGINFRA Showcase VRE Home
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